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COLLEGE OF THE PAC

IFIC. SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1923.

TIGERS TAKE FIRST
PACIFIC TO DEBATE
BLOOD IN TITLE SERIES HASTING LAW SCHOOL

LARGE AUDIENCE ENJOYS
EXCELLENT PROGRAM

Pacific Wins First Battle for Con- War Debt Cancellation to be Disference Championship Title
cussed; Audience to be Judges

Students Render Artistic Numbers at
Second Undergraduate Recital

Journeying to Fresno last Friday
Saturday evening March 24th, Pa
night the Tigers succeeded in taking cific will debate Hasting College. The
first blood in the fight for the 1923 quesion will be: Resolved: That the
California Coast Championship by de (J. S. War Debt should be cancelled.
feating the Raisinites on their home Since the question is one of popular
court by the score of 26 to 23, in a interest a large attendance is expect
sensational battle which
took five ed. The debate will begin promptly
at eight o'clock in our Auditorium
extra minutes to decide.
The Tiger cagemen went to Fresno when George Burcham, Paul Jack
with the eclios of Pacific's send-off son, and Willis Baldwin will uphold
Pacific while
still ringing in their ears. Every man the affirmative for
was filled
with the fight
that was "Jimmie" Germino, a former debati
necessary to down the husky Frcsno- man from Pacific, will be among the
ites.
> •
. •$.; m debaters from Hastings.
A new system of judging is to be
From the first
whistle until the
final gun at the end of the extra tested at this debate. The vote as
five minute period, the score zig-zag- given by the audience will decide th»
ged back and forth, neither team victors.
Simpson College, Iowa, is to meet
leading at any time by more than
four points. At the end of the first Pacific on the night of March 26th
Bob Bernrenter and
half Fresno lead by the score of 12 at Pacific.
to 9, while at the end of the second William Owen will represent the neg
ative side of the question, Resolved:
half the score was tied at 22.
Wagner, playing at running guard That the U. S. Should Adopt the
Cabinet
System
of
for the Tigers, added to his well- Parlimentary
known reputation for shooting bas Government. This debate is among
kets in the overtime period, when he the best of the season and deserves
dribbled past Fresno's defense and the whole hearted support of the
sunk a pretty goal from a difficult student body.
angle.
Later
he tossed
the ball
through twice for points on fouls,
while Fresno could only locate The
basket for one free throw out of
four chances. "Wag" showed himself
to be in splendid form throughout
Hard-Fought Contest Goes to Fresno
the game.
He broke up play after
play for the opponents, besides shoot
Before the largest crowd ever
ing eight out of ten tries from the
packed into the Pacific gym, Fresno
foul line.
State Teachers defeated the Tiger
Every man on he team played in
team to the tune of 31 to 21. The
tip-top form. Stevens, the tall blond
game was the hardest contested game
center drew first blood by dropping
that the residents of College Park
in a pretty one from the center of the
had ever witnessed. (Ask P. R. he
court.
A couple of seconds later
knows.)
From the first whistle to
Tellonicher, Fresno's captain, evened
the last gun the game was filled with
the count by one of his famous long
thrills and disappointments
shots. Little scoring was done in the
Fresno started the ball rolling by
first half as both teams resorted to
hooping the casaba three times from
defensive work.
the floor
before Pacific found the
The second half was a battle royal. ring
After ten minutes of playing
The Bengals came back one hundred the score stood at 17 to 2 in favor
Per cent and soon overcame the lead of Fresno. Maurie Woods, replaced
that Fresno reached in the first half.
Burcham at this stage of what
During this half the score zigzagged seemed to be instructions to guard
back and forth so often as to leave Tellonicher, which he did very nice
considerable doubt as to the outcome. ly. From this point ou, Fresno tailed
Collis played a wonderful game tjhis to gather as many points, the score
half and one minute before the fjun at the end of the first halt being 20
sounded dropped a pretty one to tie
6 in their favor
.
the score.
Sumner played a close to Sweed
evidently handed the boys
game at guard, sticking with his man a good line between halves judging
and anticipating plays consistently,
(Continued on Page 8.)
ourcham and "Rube" Woods were
both there with their stuff. Woods, Fresno in the first game she has lost
p 1 0 is playing his first season for
tacifie varsity has showed consider on her home court.
The line-up:
able promise in the games in which
Fresno—23
Pacific.—26
e has started.
Enierizap 6
Collis
4
P
—
l or Fresno, Emerzian and TellonBaxter 2
Burcham
2
—jcher won the shining lights. TellonRyan 4
Stevens
10
*—
'cher was there with his usual long
Hunt
Wagner
10
V
hots which counted considerably in
Tellonicher 9
%? n a ' score.
S l Sub s t i t u t i o „ s:
P^ific-Woods for
j. hroughout the game the Tigers Burcham
Fresno—Rhodes 2 for
'spjaved a more smoothly working Baxter, Baxter for Tellonicher.
naohine than the Fresnoans. Pacific
Referee—Bob Evans, Olympic t U.b
off
-d w e " ° n both defensive and
San
Francisco.
1 etisive and
succeeded in heating

TIGERS LOSE SECOND
CAGE TITLE TILT

LEADER TO APPEAR
IN ARTIST CONCERT
Miss Peycke To Render Interesting
Program

The second of the Undergraduate
recitals was attended by a large and
appreciative audience Tuesday night.
The program
was one of variety
holding the constant nitcrest of those
present.
The first
number was the Bacli
Italian Concerto played
by
Miss
Margaret Ramsay, in which she dis
played good musicianship, splendid
technique and accuracy. Her play
ing was smooth bringing out clarity
of tone.
Miss Genevieve Burcham sang a
group of songs ni a very pleasing
manner.
"Lovely Flowers,
Will
Ye," by
Gounod; "Voi clie Sapetc," Mozart;
"Lilacs,"
Rachmanitiof;
"Faithful
ohnnie," Beethoven.
In the last song violin and cello
obligatos were played by iMss Agnes
Ward and Miss Rose Van Valin, dis
playing splendid
ensemble.
Miss
Burcham's phrasing was nice, her
enunciation distinct, and her intona
tion excellent.
In his handling of tlfe Concerto in
E Minor by
Mendelssohn, Byron
Morgan showed exceptional talent.
His technique was rema-rkable, his
bowing smooth and his tone quality
good. He gave an unusually fine per
formance.
Miss Oeea McMurray then gave a
monologue, "Richard's Practicing,"
anonymous, which was well in keep
ing with the rest of the program.
Her interpretation was realistic and
her voice very pleasing. 1'hc mono
logue was attractively presented.
The last number was the First
Movement of- Rubenstein's Cencerto
in D Minor played by Miss Bernice
Rose, Mr. Bacon at the organ. iMss
Rose played with assurance and her
command of the keyboard was ex
ceptional. She possesses a strength
and brilliancy of touch, and obtains
a beautiful tone from her instrument.
The U ndergraduate Recitals are
proving to be very worthwhile and
the coming one will be of particular
interest.
Sunday afternoon, March
18th at 4 p. nr., Riley Smith will give
an organ rectial.

The third number in the artist ser
ies of recitals will be given in the
auditorium next Tuesday evening at
8:15. Attention is called to the fact
that all recitals begin at the hour
scheduled. Tickets are now ready
for distribution at P. R.'s and should
be called for at once. You have al
ready paid for these tickets if you
have paid the full registration fee.
Miss Frieda I'eyeke will be the ar
tist next Tuesday, March 20. She is
a native daughter whose quaint and
radiant personality has made her a
favorite.
Each
appearance
has
brought instantaneous success. This
young woman's talents grow on her
audience as th'e program progresses.
She is a composer of more than or
dinary talent, weaving melodies to
illustrate her story. She is more in
being an accomplished pianist. Then
just as one feels satisfied that these
two talents are enough for one per
son she reveals in recitation a dra
matic gift as sweet as it is natural.
Her selections arc interesting, amus
ing and uplifting in turn and her
program is a comprehensive one.
Apple Blossoms
Martin
Miss Peycke's work lias received Comfort
. Service
national
recognition
through
the Out Where the West Begins
numbers she has recorded for the
...
,
Chapman
Brunswick^Recording Co. The pro
TIL
gram follows:
A Barnyard Fable
Powell
I.
James
Gordon
Hummoo—I he Last Arrow—Leg
Rejected
Johnson
end of the Yosemite.:Bertha Smith
Woes of a Boy
Anon
Mah Lil Bit Sistah
Gordon
Franck
Ofie Little Weed
Hamilton Mother Dear
Fvleman
Sweet Pea Bonnets
Wiseman Timothy
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Uest a Hoke

Miss Hindale — ''Miss Beckley,
V. G. HOWARD, '25 dease define purlieu."
' "Peggy"—"It is a French word,
meaning, outs.drt."
Manager
Miss Hinsdale—"Use it in a sen
575 Emory St.
tenCe-"
r
«T-U
U
Voice in rear of room— ihe bas
Telephone S. J. 3559-J
ketball girls did not wear their pur
lieus."

K. D. MacKENZIE, '25
Editor
615 Elm St.
Telephone S. J. 2247-J

Nine little doggies
Sizzling on a plate;
Ernest Lundeen In came the boarders
Assistant EditorAnd then they were" ate.
..Thelma Riedelbauch
News Editor
Lucille Fox, Dorothy Bresse
How Well He Knew
Conservatory
Robert Bernreuter
Father—"You
must always be good
Circulation Manager..
Ted Worden to your mother. She is the sunshine
Assistant Business Manager
'^nrv Cothran jf th.s household."
Academy
,
His Son—"Sunshine is right. And
1 A~
gee, how she tans my hide."
m-w- Staff
Robert Bernreuter, George Burcham, Paul Easterbrook,
7am Green Eleanor Ham,'Richard Houghton, Elsie Jopson, Wallme
"Say, Harry, how clo you teach a
Knoles, Neil Parsons, Wesley Stouffer.
The Editor of the Weekly will accept for publication communicat^ns of girl to swim?"
"Easy. Just put your left arm un
not more than 300 words in length when signed by the author, ihe Weekly
will not assume the responsibility for the contents of any such communica der her wa.st, take her left _ hand—"
"Get out. Shes my sister."
tions. Such material must be handed to a member of the Staff on ^""day
"Oh! Then push her off the dock."
before the publication of the Weekly. Ihe Editor reserves the "ght o
reject any communications that are deemed contrary to the spirit of Pacific.
Male—Oh, Yes
One girl yells to another—"Where
For Rates on Advertising write or see Manager.
is my mail?"
The other girl—"He's over in front
Entered as mail of the second class at San Jose, California.
of the library."—Green and White.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, 50 CENTS A SEMESTER
EDITORIAL STAFF

EXTRA-CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

N

CALENDAR
March 15—Men's Societi:tes.
March 16—Emendia Tea
4:10 p. in., Social Hall; Clasl
sical Club meeting, Social Hall
8 p. m.;Dr. Linder speaks at
Chapel exercises.
March 18—Sunday school
9:45 a. m.; Church, 11:00 a. mEpworth League, 7:00 p. m'l
Undergraduate Recital, Wni
Riley Smith (organ), 4:00 p. m
March 19 — Orchestra
chorus, 7:30 p. m.

and

March 20—Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A., Third Artist Re.
cital, Miss Peycke, 8:15 p. m.
March 21—Chorus, 7:00 p.m.
March 22—Conservatory Re
cital, 8:15 p. m.

DEBATE CALANDAR

March 24—Hasting vs. Pacific at
Pacific.
"Resolved that the United States
war debt should be canceled."
March 26—Simpson College at Pa
cific.
"Resolved that the United States
should adopt the parliamentary cabi
net system of government."
One Kind of Consolation
April 4—Williamette College at Pa
They were all alone in the moon
cific.
light.
"Question to be on League of Na
"Dearest," she murmured trembl
ingly, "now that we are married, I— tions."
April 6—Nevada at Reno.
I have a secret to tell you
"
April 12—Colorado Aggies at Pa
"What-'s it, sweetheart," he asked
"Can you ever forgive me for de cific.
"Resolved that the United States
cciving you?" she sobbed. "My left
should adopt the parliamentary cabieve is made of glass."
let system of government."
"Never mind, love bird," he whis
April 15—Trip south including U.
pered gently, "so are the diamondf
S. C., Pasadena, Ocidental and prob
in your engagement ring."
ably two other debates.
Go where the students go, 515
A Fast One
Bank of San Jose.
Prof.—"Where's your homework?
H'm—"I ain't got none."
Prof—"Where's your grammar?"
Basketball Schedule
Him—"Out with me grandpar."

OW that the basketball season is over the question arises in
many minds, what next? The basketball men say Study.
That is something which many of us need to do to a greater
extent than we have during the major sports seasons. At the same
time there are many extra-curriculum activities which seem to vie
with each other for time and for the attention of the student.
There is the talk of baseball and track. We heard in studentbody meeting that funds now available will not permit an extensive
program in these sports as was followed in football and basketball.
Enthusiasts in these lines will not be deterred from getting out and
doing their stuff, with the hope of later being able to meet other
schools in these activities. Tennis is also attracting the attention
of many. The tennis club is arranging an attractive schedule of
games with neighboring schools and clubs. Of that we will hear
January 10—Stanford, 18; Pacific'.
Fiddling With History
January 13—Fresno 19; Pacific 25.
more later.
"Who fiddled while Rome burned?'
January 18—All-Hawaiian 22; P>Debating is already under way, and a heavy schedule is planned. s'-~d the schoolmaster.
There was a painful silence; thei cific 18.
This will take the time of more students than ever before. Those
January 25—Santa Clara 33; Pacific
a voice:
of us who are not on the squad and have any time whatsoever, to came
25.
"Hector, sir."
spare, should do our little bit in helping to collect material and aids
January 27—Santa Clara 29; Pac®
"No, not Hector. Try again."
for those who will represent us on the forensic platform. They will
"Towser, sir."
February 1—San Jose 12; Pacific "
"Towser! What do you mean?"
need our support also, as much if not more than our athletic teams.
February 9—Davis 8; Pacific 1""Well,
if
it
wasn't
Hector
or
Tow
Let's back them up as we did teams on the gridiron and gym
February 15—American Legion 21.
ser," said the voice, aggrievedly, "it
„
floor.
must have been Nero. I know it was Pacific 17.
The Conservatory is also presenting us with many good things somebody with a dog's name."
February 17—Chico 11; Pac'.jC ,•
February 21—Fresno 34; Pacific •
in the way of music. The weekly recitals given by students, facul
February 22—Dos Palos 16;
For Another Line
ty members, and visiting artists, are opportunities which compara
_ •„ -t.
"Dey's a heap o' people boun' cific 30.
tively few people enjoy and we ought to make the most of them. straight fo' heaven," said Charcoal
February 24—Modesto 18; Pac 1
The A Cappella Choir is an organization in the Conservatory which Eph, ruminatively, "when dey come 26.
,c „
March 2—Nevada 33; Pacific 1 •
will be bringing much credit and attention to the school as well as uo t' St. Peter he gwine to look at
March 3—Nevada 15; Pacific:
to itself. It has already established an enviable reputation through dey ticket jes' once an' hand 'em a
March 9—Fresno 23; Pacific 2o.
transfer."
out California. Many programs will be given this semester in
March 14—Fresno at Pacific.
neighboring cities and towns. The College Male Quartet is also
Olifactorilly Speaking
planning numerous trips, the first to be next Sunday when they
Engbsh Prof.—"Name three strong
A minister came to a cro j.;
nouns."
boys who were arguing about a
journey to Chico.
"Onion, garlic and limburger."
On inquiring, he was told the te
The department of dramatics, represented by the Pacific Play
who told the biggest lie was to
ers Club, is to offer a number of programs here at schcol, the first
"Four sardines for every man, the dog. "My dear boys,' saiid
being the Mollusc, to be given next Friday night. This organiza woman and child in the United minister, "don't you know it 15 •
tion is also in demand in many sections by those who know the , States" have been packed by Los wrong to tell a lie? Why, whB
fine work done by them. The Academy Students are soon to present | Angeles canneries this year, it is an was your age I never told a he.0
nounced. If any child, or even any
"Take the dog," said one
a fine play in the auditorium for our enjoyment.
man or woman, find
that four are
These varied activities all point to a busy semester. Each or not enough, he can't have eight, so boys.
ganization and department are dong much to develop an all-round far as we are concerned.
Best haircut at 515 Bank of San J°life for the student, as well as in advertising the school and the
work done here.
education, and while these activities all contribute toward
A word of caution is probably needed to warn us not to allow education, they are after all only accessories, the main contrib'1'
ourselves to become so engrossed in these extra-curriculum activi being' the knowledge we gain from studies in the classroom ah
ties that we allow our studies to suffer. We are here to gain an application of such knowledge in everyday life.

March l^i 1923.
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Oround-Breaking to Take HELPFUL SERIES OF
Place at New Campus
MEETINGS HELD BY
VISITING LEAGUERS
Qn the Sunday following Easter

, / r o u n d -breaking ceremonies
will be
Lid at the new campus in Stockton.
It is expected and hoped that many
students will attend and take part
the ceremonies'. Special features
will be rendered by some of the fac
ulty. Further details will be avail-hle in time for publication in the
next issue of the Weekly.

Jim Stinchcomb and his Confer
ence Epworth League Gospel Team
favored I acific with a week end visit
last week. The team was composed
ot eight wide awake young men and
women, who began the campaign by
a special chapel service Friday morn
ing.
Dr. A. C. Stevens talked to us at
this chapel service on the "Burning
Haircutting our specialty.
515 Heart." The essence of Dr. Steven's
message was the importance of hav
Bank of San Jose.
ing convictions so deeply fixed with
in us that we shall burn with zeal for
Phone San Jose 2601-J that to which wc are going to de
vote our lives.
It was a timely
BIGGEST—BUSIEST—BEST
thought presented by one who has,
OWL SHOE HOSPITAL himself, the "Burning Heart." Pro
fessor Dennis added greatly to the
SHOE REPAIRING
chapel exercises by a solo, "Open
All Work Guaranteed
My Eyes That 1 May See."
After dinner the crowd gathered
44 E. San Fernando St.
San Jose in Social Hall for a "sing" led by
Kenneth MacKenzie, assisted by
Russ Bodley at the piano. The se
lections sung ranged from college
songs to "rounds." We learned a new
one called, "Oh, How Lovely is the
TENNIS and GYM SHOES
Evening." At 7:30 a vivacious group
Get Your Shoes Fixed by Machinery met in the gym for a few hours of
rapid play. The games were under
V. G. HOWARD,
the supervision of Harold Baldwin,
Student Representative who once more proved his exception
al ability to conduct a successful play
HESTER SHOE SHOP
hour.
Phone 4421-J
Saturday
"The Hike to the Unknown," which
was planned and advertised for Sat
urday, came off in great style. The
Unknown proved to be Alum Rock
Park. Two special cars left Emory
street at 9:30 in the morning filled
We have purchased 122,000 pair with the jolliest crowd ever. The
U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes regular Institute Spirit was abound
5Yi to 12, which was the entire sur ing everywhere.
Everyone enjoys
eating but it
plus stock of one of the largest U. S.
wasn't noon when they arrived at
Government shoe contractors.
the Park, and anyway Prexy Ivnolcs
This shoe is guaranteed one hun had all the lunches carefully stored
dred per cent solid leather, color out of sight. Horse back riding (a la
dark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and Merry-go-round), hiking, which was
waterproof. The actual value of this accompanied by a few; spectacular
shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tremen dips into the creek, et cetera, served
dous buy we can offer same to the to while away the minutes before
public at $2.95.
lunch. The chief item of the "et
Send correct size. Pay postman cetera" was a championship baseball
on delivery or send money order. If game between the "Wild Cats and
shoes are not as represented we will the "Bears." Both teams featured
cheerfully
refund
your
money one or two heavy hitting Co-eds.
promptly upon request.
The score was so close that it is a
negligible matter.
Lunch at last! We love the J.all
Family and also our Tully—he makes
good coffee; he boils it on air!
Sometime near one-thirty about
ninety Pacifies and visiting "Pals
295 BRODAWAY. - NEW YORK began to give a literal interpretation
of the word hike. Up to the
they climbed, then around and above
them to the road, and back again to
C. M. SPENCER, Prop. Phone 3350 the Party. More Merry-go-found,
more baseball, and many attempts
to keep moving so as not to get too
stiff. Not even the bumpntess ol the
return ride was sufficient massage tor
some, but a good time and an en
Hat, Flower and Feather Store larged circle of friends was a crown
ing recompense for it , all.
108-110 S. First Street
In the evening Jim McGtfhin led
16 E. San Fernando Street, San Jose a Tolly-up in Social Hall.
l itis , in
cluded a Big Sing and jokes by our
V 1 11 vA 1 •' and
w"1-1 1part
" of .our-faculty
.
i fol• l
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii visitors
lowed bv vocal and piano solos which
;w
really prepared for the music and
NOTICE
rhich
, All photographs for reproduc production of "Mike Angelo w Ed
o-Jven in the auditorium
tions in school paper and Year
Malone was up to his usual tricks
Book made complimentary to with the lighting. The play itself put
Students and Faculty of the Col- across a real message, flu ( ollcge
Quartet sang three beautiful songs
Se of the Pacific.
which concluded the program of the
day like a wonderful benediction.
v
Sunday
The Sunday Services, under the di
rection of the visiting team began
with Sunday School at 9.4.-.
lite
various members of the team visitet
the different departments of the . un
dav School and in some cases poke
"""llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

J. A. GOTHBERG

PUBLIC SALES

NATIONAL BAY STATE
SHOE COMPANY

The
Wonder Millinery

before the classes. Of special inter
est were the talks given by Roy
Pryor and Jess Berger to the boys
of the senior department and by
Velma Green to the girls of the same
department. The words spoken by
all of these were most helpful in
straightening out some questions that
had arisen in the minds of the high
school students comprising this sec
tion of the Sunday School. When the
separate departments assembled for
the closing exercises a number of in
teresting comments were made by
the members of the team concerning
their respective Sunday Schools and
the most distinctive features of them
At 11 o'clock the regular church
services were held. Dr. Knoles de
livered the sermon of the morning,
using as the basis of his talk the
three parables of the lost coin, the
.ost sheep, and the prodigal son. A
new angle, one not usually consider
ed in a discussion of the parables
ivas presented in his convincing
style.
At 3:0Q in the afternoon a meeting
of the life-workers was held in Social
Hall, and at the same time the In
termediate League folks got together
with a member of the team and talkod over their problems. Immediately
upon the adjournment of these meet.ngs a number of personal interviews
zrcre held, the visiting leaguers act
ing as advisors and helpers to any
of the students who wished to dis
cuss their own personal problems.
Seven o'clock saw the opening of
the evening meeting, the last gather
ing of the conference. In place of
the usual Epworth League meeting
the gospel team had charge. After
the opening devotions, consisting of
prayer by George Burchatn and scrip
ture reading by Alice Fellers, each
member of the team told their own
Christian experience. The team con
sisted of Frances Wright, Velma
Green, Harold Baldwin, Roy Pryor,
'Chick" Stevens, Jim McGriffin and
Miss Gustos.
At the conclusion of the talks, Jess
Berger took charge and a short con
secration service was held, after
which the meeting was adjourned
with the League benediction.
The leaders of the visiting team
as well as those on the campus who
sponsored the visit felt that a great
deal of good had come about through
the series of meetings, and a hearty
invitation was tendered the team b;y
President Knoles himslf, for another
visit next year.
o
J-one-S salted Peanuts for sale by
P. R.

Page Three

BREAD BASKET
UNION FORMED
Seated cozily on the luxurious
benches which are found around the
tennis court, the Bread Basket Union
is regularly found, munching tasty
chunks of dry bread and cake.
This is the first order of its kind
and is known as the Bread Basket
Union, Order No. 032 (the 32 rep
resenting the proper number of times
required to chew each mouthful).
As this organization is still in its
youth, no officers have as yet been
chosen. However, a contest is being
held to determine the member who
can masticate and swallow two meat
sandwiches with the most efficiency
and grace and in the least time. The
winner will be the president.
As soon as the president is selected
a committee for shooing flies will be
appointed. Also three members will
be detailed to dispose of all trash.
However, even without any officers
a few rules have been agreed upon.
One of the rules of the organiza
tion is never to chew with your
mouth open as it dangerous to flies.
Crusts of bread are not allowed
to be thrown, as bread crusts arc of
ten very hard and are liable to be
come ensnared in a hair net and not
only tear said net but also be very
difficult to extricate.
Cakes, cookies and all such food
are to be considered as luxuries and
are to be shared.
All rules of etiquette arc to be
avoided as dangerous and radical.
The new organization should be en
couraged as it will probably play an
important part in school politics.

DINING HALITDOINGS

"It attracted more attention than
any Dining Hall party has for a long
time," said Mrs. Ball, speaking of the
"country" dinner at table No. 9, Tues
day evening. And it was no wonder!
There sat Miranda at the head and
Silas at the foot, dressed in their
verv best for the occasion.
The table too, had taken on a fes
tive appearance. Two clean
red
table cloths served as covers, with a
nice head of fresh cabbage for the
center piece and symmetrical "spuds"
for favors. The lighting effects were
good, two large candles stuck in
Whistle bottles serving admirably.
The girls of the family were be
decked in the latest styles from the
Country Fair, consisting of handsome
calico aprons, patches applied in the
proper places, and a few green bows
in deference to Saint Patrick.
The cats were those usual to any
PADEREWSKI
farm life—being fried chicken, etc.,
with home-made ice cream and cake
Last Thursday saw the emigration for desert.
of some ten or fifteen students from
the College of the Pacific. The cause SURPRISE PARTY
of the exodus was I'aderew ski, the
FOR IRENE DILLMAN
incomparable
Polish
pianist
and
statesman, who gave a concert in San
Francisco on that night.
That the
Irene Dillman was the guest . of
lure of his artistry proved too strong honor at an informal party given al
for many hundreds of people other the home of Jessie McLeish, Tuesdaythan local students is evidenced biy evening, by her Athenaea sisters.
the fart that the great auditorium The affair was in the nature of a sur
was filled almost to its seating ca prise, Miss Dijlman being led to be
pacity, a crowd which few artists can lieve that it wa?
honor of the
draw". The program was titanic ia birthday of the hostess.
both the understanding and techniquq
The evening was spent in playing
hicli it commanded, and at its closet various card games. With the sew
..here remained with the many music! ing of freshments the guest of honor
lovers an even deeper reverence and was presented with a beautiful cut
admiration for this master who is glass bowl. The evening ended with
no longer young but who lias lived the group around the fire place, all
so fully and completely, that the joining in Pacific songs.
world will not soon lose the touch of
—
—o
Co.—How do they sound fire alarms
his influence.
in a deaf and dumb asylum?
Ed.—I give up. How?
First convict—When I get out of
Co.—Ring dumb-bells.
ere I'm going to have a hot time.
Loathing pretence be did with cheer
Are you?
Second convict—I hope not; I'm
ful will
What others talked of, while their
for life.
—Ex.
hands were still.—Whittier.
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MX" IDEAL WOMAN
At the Y. W. C. A. meeting las
Tuesday there were many papers
written by representative men on thh
campus by request, on "The Idea
Yvoman." Similar points were empha
sized by most of them. These papeijs
were discussed seriously by the girls
Following are extracts from twc
papers presenting thoughts of inter
est:
My Ideal Girl
My ideal girl is first and foremo|
a Christian and when I say Christian
I mean Christian in thought, attitudj
action and spirit.
If she is a Christian she will ha\»
practically all the other virtues nec
essary, but because the term Chris
tian is so inclusive I shall add sonfi
of these other things more in detai.
In the first place my ideal girl ha:
a standard of morals second to nonj
Her relations with men must not if
the least be shady. She is interested
in men and is a real pal to her bqjy
friends ,but does not "run" aftei
them, for that kills the respect in an\
fellow for any girl.
i
My ideal girl does not complain,
neither is she a chronic grouch. She
is of a sunshiny disposition, anjd
when reverses come she bears theijn
bravely but not complaininglv. S1F
is a girl who thinks seriously on hi
and its problems and is willing fbr
the sake of experience and for the
broadness of vision Which it will giyc
her to take her share of hard worik
or drudgery if need be at times. Fcjr
a girl can only acquire a depth
character and breadth of syniRat
through a much varied experience. J
Some of the other things my ide^t!
girl possesses are: 1. A real sense of
humor. 2. The ability to see a prop
lem from the other person's point if
view. 3. The ability to adapt ltersej:
to the varying situations she may t^e
called upon to meet. 4. The ability
to get along well with people, atijb
to
be
generally agreeable eve-n
though she lives up to her principles
and standards at all times. S. A will
ingness to go half way in her deal
ings with people. 6. The desire tjc
settle down and help some fellow
make a real home some day, the kinjd
of a home that they tell us is di$
appearing these days.
I
The second paper reads as follows:
I have been asked to give sonic
idea of my ideal woman.
I "believe that a college woman war
implied in that topic. We are btjri
college men and women who will lje
the men and women of life, tomor
row.. It is in the colloge group thit
we find our ideals and pick a com
panion for life.
An ideal woman, of course, is ajn
abstract phrase, but all women a^e
striving for that ideal, so I will men
tion a few points as I see them. Ajll
fellows admire reservedness in \s
woman, I personally do not admire
it as exemplified in demure shyness.
Convention makes it more difficult
for a woman to choose her gentle
men friends than a fellow to choose
his woman friends, but since each fel
low usually wants to know what
knowledge the girl has when he first
goes out with her, she should have a
speaking knowledge of many sub
jects. Of course, you will say some
men are not up to standard in thjs
respect. I am assuming that we have
our ideal man (I am not he). I re
member that my pal and I went for
a walk with two young ladies when
we were away on a trip. The woman
was with was not particularlyattractive but his first remark was,
"She surely has brains." It seems
that they talk on topics of interest
ranging from the contents of King
Tut's tomb to the possibilities of
changing the rules in football in 1924.
Don't be dumb! Be able to talk on
the topics a fellow might suggest
A fellow admires a quick witted girl

,vho has the sense of humor which
.s not of the gigling variety.
,
I am a Methodist, but I dance^ and
I like to dance, in moderation. I ad
mire a girl who can accompany mq
o a dinner dance and dances well
ind who can conduct herself with apjarent ease and dexterity.
As a rule a fellow does not adntirt
the masculine woman, the athletic
type, but I think the girl is thy
rocks" who can not play a fair game
jf tennis and at the same time rq
serve her femininity.
I know that fellows sometime::
riticize the physical weaknesses of
-iris, but, on the other hand, I think
hat those who are chronically whin
ting for sympathy with their fern
line weaknesses are not admirer
ind do deserve criticism.
I do not like the uncontrolled feat
vhich is shown by some women. 3
enow a young lady of strong inteligence who could be sept almost
nto convulsions by showing her a
ipider or a caterpillar.
o

.Faculty Club Holds Party
The annual "Hard Time Party" qf
he Faculty Club was held on Moriday evening in Seaton Hall. T hjc
members and the faculty children aji
reared in garbs suitable for the od
.tisiun and presented a green anf
»ala spectacle. They assembled first
in the dining room and partook ci
ielectable Mulligan stew
(a la
Knoles) and its accompaniments. Aqlouncement was made that a prizjc
would be given to the first who ap^
'eared with his plate for a "re-fillj"
Each then, in turn, gave his collegk
yell.
. f
Additions of the Lakes of Killaftey and the Blarney Stone somewhat
•hanged the topography of Socia
Hall, where the following program
vas given:
1. Solos by Miss Montgomery.
2. Stunt—"Faculty Impersonation:
of Certain Students."
3. Irish dances by Betty Kroecf:
4. Stunt—"A Day in Dr. Harris'
Office" written by Mrs. Coburr.
5. Stunt—"A Charade."
Songs were sung by all and the
guests then departed after wishing
the hosts "the top o' the evening."

Last week the college \ • M. C. A.
launched on the greatest program
ever attempted in its history by the
•lection of a group of live fellows for
officers for the coming year.
Philip Farwell, President; Weslev Stouffer, Vice-president; Carroll
Leonard, Secretary; George Chan,
Treasurer; Walline "Pete' Knoles,
Chorister.
aWith the election of these officers
a new constitution was adopted
whereby the "Y" can enlargen its
scope of activities and take care ot a
irogram which will fit college condi
tions. After writing to a dozen um
versifies which claim to have suc:essful "Y's," our own college has
taken their salient points and Stoultei
;ays he is going to give the fellows
their money's worth and make their
:ome out at 11:40 on Tuesdays; and
by the result of the big turnout a
.lie last meeting to hear Jim Stinch
;omb, Stouffer knows what is niter
esting and how to prepare a program
"Pete" Knoles promises that there
will be special music aside from the
regular, so come prepared to enjoy
the whole program.
.
.
The "Y" is out to get every tellow
on the campus interested and so is
putting on a membership campaign
Homer Hildcbrandt, who is hcading
the drive has set the goal at 150
members for the 'Y' and flie slogan
is "Why not join the "Y"? The "Y
can carry on its program as outlinec
if the fellows are interested enough
to join and all that is needed is one
half hour of real "pep" at chapo'
time on Tuesday. Farwell says, "If
Then when you do see—join the
Y' "

SOPHOLECHTIA
Sopholechtia's program meeting
was opened by quotations from th«
house party, several of which sound
ed strangely familiar.
Jean Madsen played two verg
pleasing numbers, one, "Etude in F
Major," by Chopin and Hanson!:
'Clog Dance." Several selections q r
spring poems were given by Grace
Connor, and also an entertaining lit
tle reading called "The Sulks." Gene
vieve Burcham then sang an attrac
tive group of songs.
After the program, the meeting re
solved itself into a court and a mock
trial was held. The witnesses pro
duced such excruciating evidence
against the offenders that they were
declared guilty, thereby materially
increasing the treasury.

ATHENAEA
Athenaea's business meeting Fri
day, consisted of interesting reports
from several very active committees.
The program which followed was
based upon the life and works of
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman. Members
responded to roll call by quotations
from the author's works. Lois Whip
ple presented the life history of Mrs
Freeman. Then followed several in
teresting resumes of the author's best
known works. They were as follows"A New England Nun," by Blanche
Hangner; "The Revolt of Mother,"
by Irene Agee, and "Pembroke," by
Evelyn Slingsby.

After Emendia's regular business
meeting, at which plans for initiation
were discussed, the members were
entertained by a most enjoyable i m .
promptu program. Each responded
to roll call by telling why they were
there, evoking peals of laughter
"Doc" Robins then favored her Sis
ter Emendians by a vocal selection
Sylvia" which between blushes a n( j
giggles was rendered very beautifully
Cavie Grigg was called upon to pl ay
a piano solo which she did pleasingly
The new pledgers were given their
first opportunity to contribute to an
Emendian program. Miss Lucille
Huffaker was called upon to tell
'What kind of an initiation they
wanted," and Miss Edith Grigg to
tell "What kind they _ expected.''
Both gave very helpful ideas as to
how to proceed with plans for th e
coming initiation. Miss Lillian Troxcll favored with a vocal solo, with
Miss Ruth Baun as pianist. These
two appear to be "budding" enter
tainers of Emendia. Helen Moody
gave" a short but humorous reading
which was thoroughly enjoyed. The
meeting closed with the singing 0 f
the Emendia song.
o
Dean F. W. Nicholson of Wesleyan University says that elimination
of the evils of college athletics can
only be gained through faculty con
trol of sports. "The undergraduate
has no regard for anything but to
produce a winning team. Profes
sionalism, gambling and other vices
thrive under student control while
academic standing becomes a matter
of secondary importance."

Be A Tailor Made
Man
WE, AS TAILORS, enjoy an enviable reputation as
makers of clothes for dress-wear, such as Tuxedos and Full
Dress, and we find that our skill in this direction has brought
us a tremendous amount of other business.
It is only natural that a tailor who can satisfy a man
in most particular garments should be trusted with orders
for COLLEGE SUITS as well.
THE SEASON'S LATEST—500 patterns to choose
from. Moderately priced, from $35.00 up.

Made Right When Made
by

Anptrotr
LEADING TAILOR

42 North First Street
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As you climb upward your goal
should always be just beyond and al
ways moving ahead of you.—Ex.

phone San Jose 1781

DR. W. F. WILDANGER
DENTIST
Twohy Building
Hours 9 to 5

San Jose

Hours, 9 a. m.-12 m.

1:30-4:00 p. m.

Phone S. J. 2238

DR. A. G. BENNETT
DENTIST
Rooms 501-2 Garden City Bank Bldg.

DR. LINCOLN COTHRAN
Here is one of the many styles in
which the College of the Pacific girls
will be interested. See Mr. Di Bene
Res. N. E. Cor. Alameda and Elinor detto for your next hair cut. He
knows the way.
Silk Shop
136 S. FIRST ST.
Phone S. J. 4349
Office, Garden City Bank Bldg.

DR. M. S. KNEASS
DENTIST
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ARCHANIA

RHIZOMIA

1'lie regular weekly meeting was
held in Arqhania Hall, with Vicepresident Ernest Lundeen presiding
in the absence of President Clarence
Wagner, who was absent oil a bas
ketball trip to Fresno.
After a snappy business meeting,
the members were entertained by
"Les" Mills, who gave an interesting
review of the week's current happen
ings. Ray Lowell narrated the prin
cipal events on the campus, many of
which were new to most of those
present. George Ninnis, a former
member, related sonic old time
stories of Archania.
"Les" Irey was brought before the
faculty committee, composed of the
Misses Barr and Boss, and Profes
sors Abbot, Sharp, Root, Cook and
Farley. Poor old "Les" was accused
of willful abducting a stool from ar
unfortunate conductor on one of the
ancient relics operating on the Ala
meda. The various aspects of the
case were reviewed and rerevicwed
and fiinally a decision of not guilty
was rendered.
At the close, the fellows gathered
around the piano and the meeting
ended with yells and songs.

"Please turn your
backs,, boys,
there are some girls who want to go
by," and "Mr. Stevens,. I've heard
that story before," were the opening
quotations credited to Miss Barri in
Rhizomia's literary meeting which
was held last Thursday nighL
The address bv Bill Breen: oit .the
"Tendency of the new Frosh not,; to
Study," was well delivered and show
ed careful preparation, besides carry
ing a forceful message.; Milnes' cur
rent events, might welL.be said to
have been up to the minute, and; the
world was his limit ; for news, and
that is a large territory. In the:'im
promptus, Roberston went to a great
deal of trouble to prepare his sub
ject which was "Our Hobo Trip; to
Reno." Robertson literally -covered
thousands of miles to gather material
for his speech. McGce, new pfexy
af the Frosh class, gave a dear-.idea
af how he was going to govern; the
lass, of its aims, its possibilities; and
ts weaknesses. . The latter took a
great deal of time of the impromptu,
here seemed to be nothing in the
:lass but about 200 weaknesses.
Lightner's music was of the highest
:lass and both sides were excellent.
'Cow" Wheeler in parliamentary daw
showed that he was a frequent visitor
n Helen Guth-when -he- conducted a
ull-fledgcd "house" meeting." ' All of
the girlsr--»s well as -several faculty
uembers were present. Two of -the
acuity members were campussed for
wo weeks for overstaying the 12
o'clock leave and later crawling in
vindows. Trahern gave a rocky
ittle reading on "Prehistoric, Smith,"
the cave titan commuter, \yhich" was
veil received. However, the cfovynng number of the program was the
icbatc, Resolved that "Dancing As
Now Carried On in' Helen 'GutItMall
Should be. Abolished." I.'elouse Bbwden upheld the blue law side Of the
question and Dwight Curtis, nightly
visitor to the hall aiid all-around
'snake'," was foi the daricefs. . "Pelouse won, defeating Xurtjs 'vvitli his
storehouse of knowledge of the sub
ject of which he spoke,
The program was good aiid clever,
but' IS showed where Attorney Ste
vens' mind Was u lfen die * dlio'Sfc '"the
subject matter for the" program.

Preserve the Memory of Your
College Days

PHILOMUSIA

with a

ll^South First St.
"EYES RIGHT"

DR. MALCOLM DONALD
OPTOMETRIST
OPTICIAN
82 So. Second St.
San Jose, Cal.
Phone S. J. 3803-J
Office Ph. S. J. 623

Philomusia held a business uicetinf
Important mat
ters were discussed with interest.
Friday evening, the society taught
its new members how to skate. Nc
one was seriously hurt.
After skating, everyone scented
hungry so tamalcs were next in order
Miss Montgomery and Miss Moore
Official Photographer assisted in keeping the girls 011 then
We Give 50% Discount to Students feet during the evening.
41 N. 1st St., San Jose

S. J. 783 Perfect

Res. Ph. S. J. 969

MARK F. HOPKINS, M.D.
84 South First Street
SAN JOSE, CAL.
Hours, 11-12, 2-5, 7-8 p.m. 485 S. 16th

BUSHNELL PHOTO Friday afternoon.
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PACIFIC PLAYERS

The Pacific Players held a very in
We Pritn the "College Weekly" teresting
meeting Monday night. Af :

tcr the regular business meeting the
cast of the "Mollusc" gave the first
act of the pffiy f° r the benefit of the
other members of the club.
The
characters were very interesting and
interpreted their parts, m a very
-1 PRINTING CUN
amusing manner. The other two acts
Practice Limited to
promise to be as amusing and worth
JpyWSaSaCiaaSf.
Extraction of Teeth
while as was the first, which is say
Minor Oral Surgery
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
ing much.
PRINTING, BOOKBINDING,
and Oral Diagnosis
o
ENGRAVING,
DESIGNING
Omega Plii Alpha' Was called, to
210 S. First St.
San Jose, Cal.
Our greatest glory consists, not in
PHONE SAN JOSE 1439
never falling, but in rising every order last Thursday evening by pres
ident Baldwin. During the business
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH time we fall.—Goldsmith.
meeting; a considerable amount of
Candies and Ice Cream
deep secret stuff was discussed. All
of which centered -around - the com
ing 21st. "Bat," the mystical pass
SHOES FOR MEN AND BOYS
10 per cent Off to Students
word of the faithful, was heard com
ing from every corner of the room.
If any one should ask you about
this, well, just say, "Bat."
"EXCLUSIVE FOR YOUNG MEN AT MODERATE PRICES"
After the business session, the
Luncheon Parties
fraternity had the pleasure of hear-"
43 North First Street
Telephone 3562-J
Near Victory Theatre
ing a scientific lecture delivered' by
the • distinguished Dr. V. G: Howard
120 South First S. J. 2198
011 meditation as set forth by Sir
Roberts. This was followed by .sev
eral of the OiiiCga Phi songs - and
phonc s- J 4049D
A. I. HECKENDORF
j yells
which were greatly enjoyed by
Dr. Howard.
•

DR. FRED A. CURTISS

PACIFIC SHOE STORE

m

MT. HAMILTON CYCLERY

j

New and Second-hand Bicycles
238 The Alameda

SHOE
DOCTORS
South Second
NEXT TO HALE'S
ake our Stand your Stand. ..Always
your service with pep and snap

San

SPORTING GOODS AND CUTLERY

Jose- Calif,

Phone San Jose 1044

:

Intelligent Service

44 East Santa Clara St., next to University Drug Co.. San Jose

Tuesday, the Y. W. C. A. had a
After the
devotions, which were lead by Lura
Welch, Ruth Baun started the dis
cussion by reading a number of let
ters written by the college men on
"My Ideal Woman."
The girls
frankly told what they thought of the
standards which the men set up,
whether they thought the college
women as a whole were near it or
below it. Ideals are always high and
the girls thought these were so, in
accordance to the characters -of the
men as they are in reality-' ou „our
own campus.

j very interesting meeting.

SPORT SHOP
ROY P. EMERSON

Y. W. C. A.

'2
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HONOR SYSTEM
(The following is an excerpt from
an article by a student at Nevada on
the Honor System.)
"The honor system is a beautiiui
plan, but it takes honorable men and
women to make it a success. When
a student enters the doors of a Uni
versity he will never support a t l y
phase of an honor system if he does
not enter with the spirit of sell im
provement. A university never put
anything into a man—it may add a
little externally, but the real func
tion of the university is to bring out
of the individual that which lies dor
mant within his soul—for the bet
terment of humanity. Those students
who came to university without any
definite moral ideals to guide them
will never support any honor system,
they should not be here. To improve
the student body and make the sup
port of the honor system a success;
raise the standard of the university,
eliminate the dross, cast off chapter
idolatry,' strive toward a worthy ob
jective— be men and women. If we
as university people do not establish
and maintain the standards of honot,
love for work, and progress, then on
whom can the world expect to rely
in times of stress?"
—Sagebrush.
o
Efficiency at 515 Bank of San jose.
o

Four Members of Faculty
EAT WHERE COOKING
In Latest Who's Who
IS MADE A BUSINESS
Of the 10 San Jose residents whose
biographies appear in Who s Wl
in America" tor 1922-23 four are
members of the faculty of the UOi
lege of Pacific. They are Samuel R.
Cook, physicist ;Tully
b i olleee president; Louis S. Kroecx, uiu
ogTst and Robert C. Root, peace ad
vocate. Dr. Harris' name has ap
peared in a previous number o

some
of

COMPLETE BANKING
SERVICE

HOTEL MONTGOMERY
DINING ROOMS

GARDEN CITY BRANCH

MERCANTILE TRUST
COMPANY OF
CALIFORNIA

Facilities for Banquets
>7/77/77777777Z"""">"""'"

^Dr? S Cook* was born in Mmden,
Haliburton county, Canada
He r
ceived ahe degrees of B S. from the University of Michigan,
A M. from the University of Ne
hraska and Ph. D. from Cornell Uni
versity. Since 1907 he has been pro
fessor of mathematics physics and
astronomy at Pacific Dr. Cook be
longs to the Physical Society, Sigma
Phi, the Methodist Church and the
Republican party. He is the P atent ®<j
of the pneumatic shock absorber ana
the contributor of many papers an
physics and astronomy.
Dr. Knoles was born at Peter.burg, 111. He received the degree of
A. B., A. M„ and D. D. from the Uni
versity of Southern California. pP" 1
1 1919 he became president of C. P.
rir Knoles is a member of the Calltornia Annual Conference of the M_
E Church, the Board of Education of
the M. E. Church, the Southern Cali
fornia History Society, Phi Alpha
Nevada Sophs Plan
the Masonic Lodge and the Notary
Erection of Old
Club.
,
n.
Whipping Post Prof Kroeck was born in Daton,
Iowa. He received the degrees of
At the meeting held by the sopho B. S. and M. S. from Pacific and A.
more class last week, a committee M. from Stanford. He became in
was appointed by President Frede structor of biology at Pacific in 1890.
ilie
ricks to look into the matter of erect professor of biology in 1899.
ing a concrete barrel or whipping American Association for the Ad
post for the benefit of unruly year vancement of Sciences, the Americar
lings. This post, if erected, will in Microscopic Society, the American
all probability resemble the old New Genetic Association and the Seismol
England stocks and will be a unique Society of America are some of the
and fitting landmark for the Nevada organizations to which Prof. Kroeck
belongs. He is a Methodist.
camptis.
,
.,
Prof. Root was born in Springfield
The cost of such a landmark would
From Guilford
be camparatively small and the ide a Ontario, Canada.
most excellent. The proposition will College, N. C., he received his degree
be left before the students for their of B. S. and from Stanford the de
gree of A. M. He has been the head
sanction of its feasibility.
of the department of economics and
sociology at Pacific since 1920. The
WHATEVER YOU ARE
peace societies of northern and
If you can't be a pine on top of a southern California were organized
by him. With the president of the
hill,
Southern California Peace Society, he
Be a scrub in the valley—but be
The best little scrub at the side of was a joint recipient of the bronze
medal of the International Concili
the rill
ation Association. He is a member
Be a bush if you can't be a tree.
of the American Academy of Politi
If you can't be a bush be a bit of cal and Sociological Science, the
American Council of World Alliance
grass,
.
for Promoting International Friend
Some highway the happier make
If you can't be a salmon then just ship Through the ; Churches, the
Council of the San Francisco Indus
be a bass,
But be the best little bass in the trial Institute. Professor Root is a
Quaker and a Progressive Republilake.
We can't all be the captain,
must be the crew,
There's something for all
here;
There's big work to do and
work to do,
And the task we should take
near.

COMMERCIAL, SAVINGS
TRUST

W/fMYWrtMrftuA

SWEATERS

SWEATERS

For these wintry cold mornings.

See us about that sweater

you've been planning to get

Garden City Knittery
"The Exclusive Sweater Shop"
31 SO. SECOND

Phone S. J. 3859-J

Phoenix Klisilk Hosiery

$1.00

A Hosiery of pure thread silk twisted was
synthetic silk, making the nearest approach
to a fine silk hose we know of, without
being pure silk. Excellent value at $1.00
pair.

CANELO BROS. & STACKHOUSE CO.
THE ARCADE

Marcel and Water Waving

Shampooing

Manicuring

CASTLE'S
Scalp Treatments

Hosiery

Lingerie

Telephone San Jose 355

CC SHOE DEN

FOR MEN

Imported Hair Good.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

70 SOUTH FIRST STREET

E"r>' SWe
B'v"y
FIVE DOLLARS — NO MORb

DRESS SHOES, WORK SHOES, OUTING SHOES

10 West San Antonio Street (Hotel Montgomery Building)
Phone

A. F. Beckert

V.W. Straub

S. J. 939

Western Auto Machine Co.

STRAUB & BECKERT

SOLO CLASS

us
Monday afternoon at 4:10 was held
,
small the second solo class of the semester.
The program was shorter than usual
is the but maintained the same, high stand
ard set by the previous class. The
first number, Consolation in E Major,
If you can't be the highway, then by Liszt, was interestingly rendered
by Miss Marian Temple. Miss Mar
just the trail;
If you can't be the sun, be a star; garet Stout sang a group of songs.
Scarlotti
It isn't by size that you win or you Gia il sole dol Gangi
M'ha prcsso alia sua ragna..l'aradies
fail,
To the End of the Road
Speaks
Be the best of whatever you are.
My Shadow
- Samuels
o
Light, clear tone quality and a pleas
The couple is all ready for the final
embrace beneath the campanile when ing stage personality marked her
they hear the steps of the approach work. The concluding numbers by
Miss Pearl Hummel were:
ing night-watchman.
Chopin
Night-watchman — "Young
man, Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2
Song of the East
...Cyril Scott
are vou going to kiss that girl.'
Their spirit was contrasted by the
He (straightening up and standing
performer. Exceptionally fine
was
at attention)—'No, sir."
N. W.—"Here then, hold my Ian- the accompanying of Miss Dorothy
Harden.
tern."

San Jose, California

AUTO REPAIRS and MACHINE WORKS

E. M. Kotenberg
Office Manager

« South 1hird S . ^
ban -

\Ve Solicit a Share of Your Business in Young Men's Suits
and Overcoats

(unningham & Son

^

78

Men's

£OUTH FIRST

Furnishing
GOODS

COLLEGE BOOK STORE
STATIONERY

FILMS
BELTS
JEWELB
Agency for Webb's
Leave Films Here for Development
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FOR THE YOUNG MAN—

Hi-Frosh Suits

Guns, Ammunition, Cutlery
Students and-others who are inter
Fishnig Tackle, Sporting Goods ested in the recent announcement of
27 POST STREET

With Two Pairs of Long
Trousers

San Jose, California

$27.50

F.W. GROSS AND SON

Made of good, all-wool fabric
in gray, browns and heathers—
models that the young fellow's
like.

New Overcoats
With the proper swagger for
High School and College wear.

$27.50
Made of clever high-grade wool
plaid-back coatings in new
shades of grays and tans—in the
cozy coat model, with large
yokes and
sleeves,
double
breasted, patch pockets, con
vertible collars.

Pioneer Writers Guild
Offers Prizes to Students

F. SCHILLING AND SON

DRY GOODS

52-54 S. First St., San Jose, Cal.
Phone S. J. 250

HILL'S BOOK STORE
Formerly Maynard's
BOOKS
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN PENS '
and EVERYREADY PENCILS
114-116 SO. FIRST ST.
San Jose
PhoneSan Jose 4640

WAGNER DRUG CO.
Prescription Druggists
KODAKS and PHOTO SUPPLIES
DEVELOPING and PRINTING
75 North First St.

San Jose, Cal.

SAN JOSE CREAMERY CO.
140 South First St
San Jose

Manufacturers of
FANCY CREAMERY BUTTER
AND ICE CREAM
Phone S. J. 46

Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils
D afting Outfits School Supplies
Program and School Printing

MELVIN, ROBERTS AND
HORWARTH

We Deliver

BOOKS BOUGHT AND SOLD
NEW ERA BOOK STORE
H. A. JOHNSON
237 N. First St.
L. Hiance

SAN JOSE TRANSFER CO.

Phone S. J. 1854

U. Bessiere
No Odor Process

P. R. WRIGHT, Agent
Phone S. J. 863

HESTER CREAMERY
Ice Cream and Sodas
Lehnhardt Candies
Chatterton Bakery Goods

1121 The Alameda

Cleaners of Quality
CURTIS & MALONE, East Hall
RAMONA WOODWARD
Girl's Dormitory
Student Agents
San Jose, Cal.

PATTERSON PHARMACY

Phone 401

Phone 2313
251 SO. FIRST STREET
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LIBERTY SKATING RINK

Prescriptions
Patent Medicines
Toilet Articles
Perfumes
Stationery
Magazines
Rubber Goods
Open every evening until 11:30

ROLLER SKATING
Private Parties Monday Nights
Over Liberty Theatre
IHIIIItiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinillllllllllll
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JEWELRY OF QUALITY
Service the Best
Omgea Phi Alpha,
Philomusia Pins
W. C. LEAN, Jeweler
^irst and San Fernando Sts
"""•iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Julia E. Burket

E

Nicholas J. Volino

JAMES W. DIXON =

BOYS', LADIES' AND
MEN'S GLOVES
Ladies'
Handbags
Repaired,
— Baseballs
Recovered,
Basket
ZZ Balls Repaired, Mitts Repaired.
5 Trunks, Suitcases, Lunch Bas—
kets. Auto Robes
— 121 S. Second St., Next to Hale *
E
Phone 4259-J

E

—
=

E

=•
ZZ
—
—
—
~~

PACIFIC STUDENTS
Pacific Advertisers make your Paper
Possible. Help your Paper by pat
ronizing those who patronize you.

prizes offered for the best short story,
poem, play, or cartoon, will be glad
.to be furnished the following ad
ditional information just received by
our librarian;
The prizes are $150 for each best
production.
1 he time limit is next June 1st.
No professional writer or artist is
eligible.
No story, poem, play or cartoon
will be considered which has been
published.
Only one production of any kind
may be submitted by each contestant,
but one of each may be submitted by
one person.
Write name and address in upper
left hand corner on first and last
pages of manuscript.
Write on one side of the paper
only. Manuscripts should be type
written, double-spaced, but legible
handwriting will not disqualify.
Do not send return postage. Every
manuscript received will be publisher,
in the Pioneer.
The Guild reserves the rigVt to
-dit all manuscripts where it con
siders editing necessary.
No member of the executive or
-ditorial staffs of the Guild or the
Pioneer may compete,
The Short Story may be written
on or around any subject or charac
ter but it must be original and not
exceed 3,000 words.
The Poem may be any type or
form of verse but must not exceed
30 lines.
The Play left to the discretion of
the author but one act plays are pref
erable. The winning play will be
come the property of the Pioneer,
but outside royalty rights will go to
the author.
The Cartoon may be "on any sub
ject—comic or otherwise but it must
be original.^
Judges will be announced later.
Address all contributions to The
Pioneer Writers' Guild of America,
9 Charles Street, New York City,
N. Y.
• ,
Objects of the Pioneer Writers' Guild
The Pioneer Writers' Guild of
Xmerica is the expression of a group
of writers grown tired of the meth
ods of machine magazines—grown
discontented with submitting manu
scripts to "readers" who apparently
mail their own work to themselves
under pseudonyms and accept it at
regular rates—writers grown dissatis
fied with futile overtures to editorial
staffs who write the entire contents
of their magazines or rely on writers
of renown. The organization is try
ing to do for the younger writer and
artist what the Theatre Guild has
done for the younger actor and the
Drama. The magazine of to-day
should be the literary pulse of the
nation, a cosmopolitan publication
eager for "discoveries." Instead we
encounter the absurd rule of thumb.
This closing of magazines markets
to unrecognized writers has resulted
in a literary Declaration of Independ
ence; a protest against existing con
ditions and their makers. The Pio
neer Writers' Guild is the first sin
cere attempt to discover and bring
forward native American talent. It
is publishing its own magazine—The
Pioneer—which is the official organ
of the Guild, and no recognized pro
fessional writer will appear in its
pages.
The Pioneer will be sent each
month to the editorial desks of all
leading magazines throughout the
country and will thus bring the work
of hitherto unknown writers and ar
tists to the market.
The Guild is conducting a depart
ment of • instruction in short story
writing and versification; one in
criticism and correction, another in
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another in marketing of manuscripts.
It is also conducting a legal depart
ment. This service is free to mem
bers.
The Guild will issue monthly bul
letins to all members, giving lists of
magazines which are bona fide buy
ers of material on its merit, and
stating nature of material wanted.
The Pioneer is in constant touch
with the market, but lists" of these
magazines will not be printed in The
Pioneer, as it is not desired to make
the magazine a writers' aid or trade
publication, but to keep it a strictly
literary and artistic journal.
The Guild will at all times keep its
members informed as to the nature
of correspondence schools, sofigpoem publishing houses, and the
chances unknown writers have p,{. be
ing fairly considered in the rhatter
of manuscripts submitted their edi
tors.
The Pioneer pays for.material used
which is something many of the older
publication can not say,
Membership fee is far below the
average charge of the correspondence
schools. The fee is $5.00 and the
magazine subscription is-- $3.00 per
year, but while the contest is on we
will issue a membership card and
send the magazine -one, year to mem
bers for $6.00.
Election will be held every year,
when all the members in good stand
ing may vote for officers and all mat
ters pertaining to the Guild.
Membership
application
blanks
may be had in the librarian's office.
o

HOW LONG IS ONE
MOMENT, AND WHY
How long is A moment?..
This question _\vas asked of; four
U. S. C. professors and telephone: cen
tral, and some of their answers, .re
vealed that humor does not necessar
ily sleep within the heart of one who
has several letters of the alphabet
after his name, Also, it revealed that
central has. a sense of humor.
"A moment," says a professor, in
English Department, "is as long-as
the eyelash of. a gnat; and searching
for one is like looking for an indis
tinguishable spot on the under side
of a gnat's eye.b.all."
.
; <
Who says that professors have no
sense of humor?
And here is a good one for the stu
dents of electrical engineering, that
is backed up by .an Engineering De
partment professor.
Physical Idea
"The moment of a force tending
to produce a rotation about an axis,"
says this professor, is numerically
equal to the product of that force ex
pended in suitable units, and the per
pendicular distance from the line of
action of the force to the point or
axis about which that rotation niay
take place."
Whew! Simple, isn't it?
A Physics Department professor
says, "A moment is ordinarily a short
interval of time. Some people for
get this, however, and say 'wait a
moment,' when they really mean an
hour or a day. 'A moment' appears
to be a term liable to variation."
"How long is a moment?" said Dr.
L.owery, of the History Department,
as he exploded with laughter. "That
beats Willie Live. Look in the dic
tionary. Different persons have dif
ferent ideas on the subject. Ordi
narily, it should be less than a min
ute. A man who was talking to me
not long ago said, 'Wait a moment,'
and stepped out the door. He was
gone forty minutes. He evidently
has a generous idea of how long a
moment is."
"How long is a moment?" said the
fresh sruy to central?"
"Number,
please?" came a silvery voice over
the coppery wire, and then Br-r-r-r-r
went the bell in the fresh guy's ear.
—Trojan.
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Alexander Stewart Gives
WHO LOST THEIR
Lecture on Community
BILL* GOAT?
Service Activities
That there are tnose who tmnx a

joke is still a joke when repeated
idencea in,
wcc sma
Those who were not present
was evidenced
in_ uie
the "wee
hours"
hours Tuesday morning when an- d a y a f t e r noon at the lecture in jur.
other goat (or was it the same one?) D e n n i s ' studio by Alexander otewari
mysteriously made its appearance in m i s s e c i a most interesting ana inHelen Outh Hall. Like many an- s t r u c t i V e talk. Mr. Stewart is coast
other of his species (of the bi-pedal r e p r e sentative of the L ommun ty
variety) the visitor seemed to find Service Incorporated, an association
his entrance easier than his exit, but w jji c h has grown out of the war
unlike them the difficulty seemed to C a m p Community Service and wnicri,
be a matter of place and not time. | i k e ; t s p r e decessor aims to t 0 . s l e ^
With the kindly direction of Miss a n d e n c 0 urage community activities
Barr, the nocturnal guest found the a n d t h e s p l r it of co-operation in
door and thereafter contented him- w hJ c h they result. Of particular inself with tremulous seranades under t e r e s t a n d worthy of special notice
various windows of the dorm.
u
people more or less associated
o
tt ^
w ith music as all students at Pacific
TIGERS LOSE SECOND TILT a r C | i s t h e f a c t that Community Ser(Continued from Page 1.)
v i C e relics almost entirely upon music
from the fight they displayed from as the chief element .n c a r ^ S f
the first whistle. Eddie Spoon play- its work. It s theone sure
y
ed in this frame and certainly per- bringing people together and g
g
f o r m e d some great work at his guard
them a sense of corar^cs P
position. Bill Sumner also showed public-spin edness And Mr Mew
up well in his position at standing laid special stress on the 1
vuard
Place along this line held by CornIt is significant to note that nearly rnunity choruses
orchestras g
all of Fresno's shots were from the clubs, and festivals. Also th
middle of the floor. Rarely ever were creasing attention paid to these
they able to get the ball near enough tivities, not only by such gro p
for a close shot. The difference in Americanization worker but by the
the floor work of the two teams was business men of
as
quite evident throughout the game, ties was stressed by Mr. P^war
Time and again the Tigers would get decided evidence of the•
the ball under their basket, but it music is gaining in this fast deve op
availed them nothing as their shoot- ing field of community service^
ing was of the most disheartening
The genuine interest and apprecia
type. Even so, the students sure tion of those Present is evidenced
showed that they were behind the by the fact that Mr. Stewart has bee
boys all the time, and will be there asked to continue the same s " b icct
when it comes Friday night. They in the near future. The date is not
still believe that Pacific can get Fres- yet definite but will be either next
no's coat.
Monday at the same time or a week
The lead that Fresno piled up in from that date. Futher announcethc first half was too graet to over- ment will be made and any one inter
come, and even though Pacific scored ested in this type of work .will find
15 points in the second half to Fres- the hour thoroughly interesting,
no's 11, the game went to Fresno.
The tale Friday night will be a dif
ferent story, however.
The game was fairly clean through
out, only a few bad fouls being in evi
dence. This in spite of the idea pre
valent among some Fresnoites that
Pacific boys do not display the cleanest brand of basketball. Next FriThe Pacific JPjayers are glad to anday night the teams play the deciding nounce that "The Mollusc is doing
game for the championship of the exceptional work in its dress rehearCalifornia Conference. It is expected sals. The presentation, on Friday
that many royal rooters will find
evening, March 23rd, will be worthy
their way to Fresno for that game.
of the play—which is saying much.
In the two preliminary games, the
"The. Mollusc" is essentially a
Employed Boys took the measure of character drama.
Mr. Davies deScout Troop No. 3 by the score of scribes a character like the mollusc
15 to 14 and the Second Varsity beat of the sea, which clings to a rock and
the Hercules Club 15 to 11. fights
against the tide—fights mans
Here is the line-up for the big effort to stand still. " There are wonderful things about molluscry, tilings
game.
Fresno—31 to make you shout with laughter, but
Pacific-—21
..Emerzian it's sad • enough, too—it can ruin a
Collis 8
F
Ryan 8 life so, not only the life "of the mol
Burcham
F
..Moody 10 lusc, but all the lives in the house
Stevens 6
C
Hunt where it dwells."
Wagner 3
G
Needless to state, "The Mollusc'
..Tellonicher 13
Sumner
G
Substitutes: Pacific—Woods 2 for seldom strikes the sad note.
Miles A. DresskelTs orchestra will
Burcham; Spoon 2 for Wagner. Fres
supply the music of the evening. This
no—Rhodes for Rvan.
Referee—Bob Evans of Olympic feature of the program needs no rec
ommendation beyond that which it
Club of San Francisco.
gave itself in the recent recital.
-o
Malone is superintending
FRENCH CLUB t i.„ theEdwin
lighting effects and stage direc
The monthly meeting of
tion. Miss Hinsdale is directing the
French Club was held in Social Hall playres. Marjorie Morris, Eleanor
last Wendesday evening with about Ham, DeMarcus Brown and F.lroy
fifteen members present. The draw Fulmcr are interpreting the lines.
ing up of a constitution in French What more can be said?
was discussed, but no definite action
Get your ticket at P. R. Wright's!
was taken at this meeting.
The first number on the program
was a piano solo by Margaret Ram
The San Jose High School paper
say. Helen Powell then read a oneact plav, "La Lettre Charqee" by is being enlarged this week to a sixLabiche.
Miss Powell's interpreta column paper, also to a larger size
live
tive work was verv wen
well done,
done. an
All paper. A new linotype machine has
joined in the reading and enjoying been installed in the print shop of
of some French jokes.
that school and the paper will beWith the serving of refreshments come an exclusive product of the
the members drew their chairs school. We congratulate them on
around the fireplace for a pleasing their enterprise and wish them all
and informal hour.
success posible.

"THE MOLLUSC" NEARLY
READY FOR APPEARANCE

"The Best of Service"

"The Best of Goods"

SAVOY GRILL

Phone San Jose 4696
25 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Santa Clara and Market

HEADQUARTERS FOR PACIFIC MEN

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
HATS and CAPS

For years this store has been the place where Pacific men
have found their clothing wants supplied with merchandise
that shows plainly its value and service

GIRLS
We save you money on your SHOES by walking upstairs... We
have a complete new stock of all the smart styles for fall-high grade
shoes at very reasonable prices. Ladies upstairs.

ECONOMY SHOE STORE

56 West San Fernando

Next to P'

SAN JOSE HARDWARE CO.
GRIPSURE BASKETBALL SHOES $3.75
BASKETBALL PANTS, FRESH 1923 TENNIS BALLS
85 SO. FIRST STREET

OVER ARCADE_

THE EXCELLENT

COLLEGE DAIRY LUNCH
Try our finest cooking and the best home-made pasti>

21 EAST SAN ANTONIO ST., Near First
.
Everything New and Clean
Quick, Courteous Servic

Nrrtil? Art
136 SOUTH FIRST
REAL LACES, MADERIA HAND EMBROIDERED
LINEN
DEPENDABLE HOSIERY
STAMPED GOODS AND THREADS

